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Abstract
Present-day earthquake engineering practice use to apply for seismic performance evaluation of buildings nonlinear static pushover analysis
which is represented by now in various modifications. These modifications consider different analyzing conditions, structural characteristics or depend
from some engineer preferences and judgements. But all of these nonlinear static analysis methods implies the capacity (pushover) curve generation
for estimation the performance point which characterize the building response due the seismic excitation. For capacity curve developing structural
engineers are eligible to use any adequate instrumentation that describes inelastic behavior of a structure in appropriate way. However, the appearance
of pushover curve generated by the most commonly used structural analysis software is often not clear enough, contains big number of inflection
points, for which reason it could not provide adequate definitive criterion of general structural stability without advanced studying of pushover curve
developing methods. In this paper the simplified capacity curve representation method is proposed and it is shown how the capacity curve can be used
for financial loss evaluation inflicted by a potential earthquake.
Keywords: Capacity pushover curve; Limit equilibrium state; Elastoplastic analysis; Pseudo-stiffness method; Hybrid finite element method; Spatial
rod system; Optimization algorithm by economic criteria; Financial curve

Introduction
Building’s capacity curve developing is generally used in
nonlinear static pushover analysis that was developed over the last
two decades and became very popular for seismic performance
evaluation of building because of its simplicity and ability to consider
inelastic behavior. Therefore; the capacity curve developing is
closely associated with pushover method researches; the most
important was done by Fajfar [1]; Krawinkler & Seneviratna
[2]; Chopra & Goel [3]; Gulkan & Sozen [4]. It was introduced
capacity spectrum and displacement coefficient methods; which
are included in seismic guidelines and provisions [5-7]. Further
investigations and studies were aimed to improve and extend the
existing theoretical base; specificity of analysis of irregular building
was considered by Moghaddam [8]; the influence of inelastic
behavior; period elongation and lateral load redistribution was
analyzed in [9]; adaptive pushover analysis was proposed in [10];
and its modification was introduced in [11]. All calculations using
pushover methods begin from capacity curve construction.

Elastoplastic analysis methods and capacity curve
developing features

The premise of capacity curve developing is to show how
the gravity load-bearing structure reflects under the gradually
increasing lateral load. Obviously; as it is shown in [12]; the
solution of this problem implies significant computational efforts
for carrying out the inelastic analysis of three-dimensional model
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of the structure and it is paid the big attention for modelling
problems and sensitivity of pushover capacity curve. At the present
time; the mainstream computer tool to perform pushover analysis
and generate capacity curve is SAP2000; a wide range of studies
consider building inelastic behavior simulation problems; especially
plastic hinges properties modelling that is the main instrument
of nonlinearity consideration in SAP2000 and other structural
analysis software which uses direct (classic) elastoplastic analysis
approach. This computational method provides the capacity curve
with a good accuracy level; the curve contains several points.

Every point corresponds to the certain number of plastic hinges
appeared in structural elements at relative step of analysis. Despite
the good accuracy of obtained capacity curve; the strength reserve
analysis of structures using this direct computational method shows
that there is no the unambiguous criterion; which determines
explicitly the moment when the structure loses its stability. Also, the
main assumption and the disadvantage of the direct method is the
fact that the structural engineer have to design self-dependently the
scheme of a structure failure; specifying plastic hinges formation
zones in elements of the analytical model. In some cases, the actual
failure scheme may differ from that specified by the user; which
leads to an erroneous prediction of inelastic behavior.
Another way is the simplified method; which; at once; is based
on a rigorous assessment of the system limit equilibrium state
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occurrence and pseudo-stiffness method proposed by Rutman Yu
[13]. It is realized in Ing+ MicroFe software suite. This method is
based on assumption that the capacity curve can be represented
as a bilinear force-displacement approximation with inclined and
horizontal region; where the inflection point characterizes the limit
equilibrium state. The relative force value can be computed using
the limit analysis option by Ing+ and the inclined region slope is
determined by providing elastic analysis. This approach allows
engineer to save modelling time and to avoid the plastic hinges
assignment operation; instead of which it is necessary to define
limit elemental forces for structural model elements. As a result of
analysis; it is shown automatically by program the amplification
coefficient of lateral force at which the structure becomes unstable.
It is shown also the plastic deformation zones in structural
elements which occur due to this lateral force. Finally; the ultimate
roof displacement; which is the end of horizontal region of capacity
curve; can be estimated approximately by using the equations
proposed in [14]. The merit of this method is low accuracy of the
capacity curve which contains only 2 points.
For saving computation time and increasing the accuracy of
calculation of rod systems; there is also the hybrid finite element
method (hybrid FEM) proposed by Rutman Yu & Meleshko [15-18];
the algorithm of elastoplastic deformations analysis of a spatial rod
is suggested in there. Hybrid FEM allows to exclude finite elements
from along the rod length and replace it with the integration sites.
In [19] the geometric nonlinear model based on the generalized
More’s equation with a tangential stiffness matrix is considered.
This nonlinear model characterizes the stress distribution through
the whole rod section area. The proposed elastoplastic deformation
analysis algorithm could be implemented in FEM as a form of
deflection or force method. This method allows to obtain a very
detailed capacity curve.

Conversion to financial curve

Nowadays; some new optimization algorithms by economic
criteria in earthquake engineering appear. Optimization algorithm
proposed in [20-22] allows to evaluate the life cycle economic effect
by comparing different seismic retrofit schemes of a building at the
project design stage. For economic effect estimation it is necessary
to know what damage could be inflicted to the structure by any
possible seismic excitation on the building site due its life cycle.
If the capacity curve is developed; then it becomes possible to
evaluate the damage caused by any earthquake. This can be done
simply by conversion the MDOF building model to the SDOF system
and performing the nonlinear time-history analysis or with the aid
of nonlinear static pushover analysis. In the first case the seismic
excitation is presented by a time-history; and in the second – by
response spectrum obtained from the SDOF system time-history
analysis. No matter of the chosen way of computation; the result
leads to the target displacement. Taking this target displacement
∆ to the capacity curve; the damage state Drel can be evaluated by
correlating it with other displacements and their relative damage
states; obtained from any elastoplastic analysis described above;
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and then providing the interpolation. The obtained in such a way
curve can be characterized as financial curve (Figure 1).

Figure 1: General configuration of financial curve.

Conclusion
In this article several computational methods for providing
elastoplastic analysis of structural systems and developing its
capacity curve is reviewed. These methods vary according to the
accuracy level of analysis results. Through the use different of them;
inelastic deformation zones distribution is obtained with desirable
accuracy level. Consequently; the damage state can be characterized
by larger or smaller points on the curve.
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